Abstract
Introduction
Clustering is the process of grouping data into clusters so that objects within a cluster have high similarity or close distance [1] [2] [3] [6] . However, most of existing clustering algorithms are designed to discover snapshot clusters that reflect only the current status of a database. Such snapshot clusters conceal the fact that some clusters may persist over periods of time, and some clusters may slowly fade away as other clusters may gradually develop. If we can compute the change rates of individual objects from past data and consider these change rates in the clustering process, clusters that may expand, shrink, disappear, emerge, or remain unchanged over time can be predicted. Predicting these cluster changes over time have many important applications.
For example, if we can predict the periods and areas of future concentration of incoming missiles or enemies, preemptive actions, such as firing intercepted weapons to the predicted areas in a specific time window, can be prepared and executed in advance for the most effective results. Other usages include predicting periods and areas of congestions for air traffic control, or city growing plan.
One solution in discovering future dense clusters is to repeatedly execute the clustering algorithms discussed in [1] [2] on extrapolated data at regular intervals. Unfortunately, if the selected intervals are not small enough, many cluster changes over time may not be detected. Although, at the expense of high computation cost, executing more frequent clustering at shorter intervals can alleviate this problem, there is no short enough interval that can cover infinite time points on a timeline. If no future cluster is detected by this intervalchecking approach, keep shortening the interval may simply waste more system resources because there may not have any future cluster in some databases.
It is our goal in this paper to develop a simple but effective approach in predicting density-based clusters over time. We first modify our previous work [4] on air traffic control and develop a simple formula that can check which paired objects will be in the ε−neighborhood [1] of each other. From these pair-wise ε−neighborhood relationships, we can then calculate which objects will become Core Objects Over Time (COOTs) during what periods in which areas. COOTs tell users where, when, and how long the concentrations may happen so that effective actions can be taken toward the right places at the right time. If detailed cluster contents and their periods are needed, our algorithm can also produce Clusters Over Time (COTs) from these pair-wise ε−neighborhood relationships. Each COT contains two major items: a set of clusters with their containing objects, and a time period in which the COT remains unchanged.
On the temporal domain, our approach is general enough to predict COOTs and COTs that may happen any where in a timeline (i.e. in the future and/or in the past). That is the reason we use the general term "over time", instead of specific terms such as "future". In fact, our approach also offers an option that allows users to provide a Specified Prediction Windows (SPW) for predicting COOTs and COTs (i.e. within next two to four hours). SPW not only reduces unnecessary computations and space by filtering out uninteresting ε−neighborhood relationships from unwanted periods, it also allows users to guide the prediction process to produce more focused results in the periods where users are able to react to the cluster changes. On the functional domain, our algorithms can be applied to 2D/3D spatial applications, or it can be generalized to high dimensional feature space.
In Section 2, we give the formal definitions for Core Objects Over Time (COOTs) and Clusters Over Time (COTs). In Section 3.1, we first develop a simple formula for predicting the ε−neighborhood relationships of each object pair over time. Section 3.2 discuss algorithms for discovering COOTs and COTs. Section 4 concludes our study.
Problem Definition
In order to predict cluster changes over time, we first need to predict the periods of ε−neighborhood relationships among objects. Core objects and their present periods can then be identified from these ε−neighborhood relationships among objects. After the core objects and their present periods are identified, objects that are density-connected to the core objects during these periods can then be grouped into clusters that exist over certain periods of time. In this section, we extend the definitions for ordinary core objects and density-based clusters to incorporate timing information.
Let 
. We denote such core object over time as
Note that the period of a COOT i,j,k is always a closed period: the period of COOT i,j,k includes the begin and the end time points j and k. This may not be the case for COTs, as we will define COTs shortly.
Since different objects may move in or out the ε−neighborhood of O i over time and O i itself is moving, O i may become a COOT in different time periods. To avoid reporting the same object as COOTs for multiple times in overlapped periods, we required that any COOT i,j,k must satisfy the following condition:
At any time T when new COOTs emerge, or when the objects that are within the ε−neighborhood of present COOTs change, we need to report a set of Clusters Over Time (COT) that stay unchanged (wrt. constituting objects) until sometime right before T so that all the different clusters over time can be captured. In other words, we need to first report an existing COT before we can update its contents to reflect the changes occurred at time T. Detailed examples can be found in [5] .
We denote COTs that are reported in the period between q and r as COT p,q,r . That is, q and r specify the time segment in which the constituting objects of COT p,q,r remain unchanged, and p ∈{1, 2, 3, 4} is used to indicate the openness of the time segment at time q and r. The openness of this time segment can be in one of the four situations: [q, r], [q, r), (q, r], or (q, r), denoted by 1, 2, 3, or 4, respectively. Note that a bracket indicates a closed time point and a parenthesis indicates an open time point.
The openness of a COT period can be determined by the previous and the current ε−neighborhood relationship events as given in Table 1 . If multiple ε−neighborhood relationships begin and end at the same time point, the begin events will be processed before the end events so that a surge of concentration can also be captured. We refer readers to [5] for detailed examples. Table 1 . Openness rules for a COT's period.
Since COTs can develop or change only when COOTs emerge or change, every cluster that is included in COT p,q,r must satisfy the following condition: it contains only the objects that are density-reachable from some 
Algorithms
In Section 3.1 we develop efficient formulas for predicting which objects will be in the ε−neighborhood of each other over time. From these ε−neighborhood relationships, algorithms discussed in Section 3.2 can calculate which objects will become COOTs in which COTs during what periods. Section 3.3 discusses a simple approach to further reduce time/space complexity, and produce more focused COOT and COT predictions.
Predicting ε ε ε ε− − − −Neighborhood Over Time
In order to construct clusters that may happen over time, we first need to identify objects that may become core objects over time. To obtain this information, we first need to know the distance between each distinct pair of objects over time. These distance measurements can then be compared against ε to determine which objects are within the ε−neighborhood of each other. More specifically, we need to answer following two questions:
1. Will any two different objects O i and O j be within the ε−neighborhood of each other over time? 2. What will be the period the ε−neighborhood relationship exists between O i and O j ? We first define all the distinct pairs of objects in a database D as a set
As we also defined in the previous section that, at any time T, the status (position) of an object O i with m attributes can be expressed as a function of time as:
The Euclidean distance E between any paired objects <O i , O j > ∈ D P at any time T can then be computed as: (1), we have equation (2): (2) can then be rewritten as equation (3): and O j over time. If this relationship exists, it will occur in the period defined by one of the following equations: 2 −4×A×C≥0, we know only O 1 and O 3 will be in the ε−neighborhood of each other. This can also be observed in Figure 1 where only f 1,3 (T) has E ≤ ε or E 2 −ε 2 ≤ 0. Moreover, the period of this ε−neighborhood relationship between O 1 and O 3 can be computed by equation (5) as [4.29289, 5.70711 ].
Weighted distance [3] can also be used with our approach to measure the distance between O i and O j : 
Finding COOTs and COTs
In the previous section we discussed a simple but effective approach for checking the ε−neighborhood relationships between paired objects O i and O j over time. (5) or (6) .
The start time (x) and the end time (y) of this period along with the <O i , O j > pair will be inserted into a modified B+ tree β for sorting and mining. β has a similar structure as an ordinary B+ tree except for its leaf nodes. In β, each entry on a leaf node has three tuples: <T, BList, EList>. T is used as an indexed key as in an ordinary B+ tree, and it represents a time point at which some ε−neighborhood relationships start and end. BList and EList are lists of paired objects <O i , O j > that have their ε−relationships start and end at time T, respectively.
When inserting x into β, the search and insertion methods of an ordinary B+ tree are used to locate a right leaf node for storing x. If x is a new key value, one entry will be created on the allocated leaf node of β with the following settings: T is set to x, and <O i , O j > pair is appended to BList. If an entry with T = x is found on a leaf node of β, then no new entry will be created. Instead, <O i , O j > pair will be appended to BList of the found entry. When inserting y value into β, the same procedure will take place, except EList is used, not BList.
After creating β, each entry on a leaf node of β represents begin and end of ε−neighborhood relationships between paired objects held in BList and EList of the entry. Moreover, these entries, from left to right, are sorted in an ascending order wrt. T. Hence, if we scan these leaf node entries from left to right (referred to as a scanning process), we can count which objects will have at least MinPts objects within their ε−neighborhood over what periods of time. These objects are declared as COOTs. If, for each COOTs, we keep track exactly which objects are within its ε−neighborhood during the scanning process, cluster contents over time can also be constructed. We refer readers to [5] for more detailed algorithms and complexity analysis. 
Specified Prediction Window (SPW)

Conclusion
Most of existing clustering algorithms focus on discovering snapshot clusters that do not reveal important information such as how long the present clusters will persist, or where and when the future clusters may occur. This information is important because it can guide users to prepare appropriate actions toward the right places at right time for the most effective results.
In this study, we propose a simple but effective approach in predicting density-based clusters over time. We first utilizes efficient formulas in determining the future ε-neighborhood relationships among object pairs. Object pairs that will never be in the ε-neighborhood of each other are filtered out. The COOT and COT algorithms then process the remaining pairs to discover concentrated areas COOTs and detailed cluster contents COTs, respectively. SPW can further reduce unnecessary computations and space by filtering out uninteresting object pairs from unwanted periods. Our experiments in [5] confirm that our approach not only has much higher precision in predicting clusters over time than the intervalchecking method, it is also much more efficient.
